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In a former memoirf we developed a theory of transformations K of conju-

gate systems with equal point invariants into systems of the same kind.

Subsequentlyt we considered the case in which the lines joining corresponding

points on two surfaces in the relation of a transformation K form a normal

congruence. These surfaces, being of a particular kind, are called surfaces C.

We have shown that there are transformations of the K type, denoted by

Km, which transform a surface C into surfaces C. The surfaces S, orthogonal

to these normal congruences, are the surfaces fi discussed by Demoulin.§

We showed that there exist transformations Am of S into surfaces S,-, such

that S and a surface Si envelope a two-parameter family of spheres, and in

the correspondence between S and Si thus established lines of curvature

correspond. In the present memoir we extend our investigations concerning

these transformations Am, and more particularly apply the results to certain

types of surfaces fi.

Transformations Am belong to the general class of transformations of

Ribaucour, and in the first part of the paper we put the equations in a form

possessed by all transformations of Ribaucour.

Guichard discovered || a class of surfaces possessing the following charac-

teristic property: If S is such a surface, there exists an associate surface Si

such that the lines of curvature on the two surfaces have the same spherical

representation, and the principal radii of curvature pi, p2 and pi, p'2 of the

respective surfaces are in the relation

Pi P2 + P2 pi = const. 4= 0.

* Presented to the Society, December 28, 1915.

t These Transactions, vol. 15 (1914), pp. 397-130. This memoir will be referred

to as Mi.

% These Transactions, vol. 16 (1915), pp. 275-310. This memoir will be referred

to as M2.

IComptes Rendus, vol. 153 (1911), pp. 590-593, 705-707.
|| Comptes Rendus, vol. 130 (1900), p. 159.
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Demoulin* remarked that these surfaces are surfaces Í2. We apply the above

general results to these surfaces of Guichard and show that they admit trans-

formations Am into surfaces of Guichard. t

The circles orthogonal to two surfaces in the relation of a transformation

Am form a cyclic system. We call the planes of these circles the circle-planes

of the transformation. Beginning with § 8, we consider the case where for

two or more transformations Am the circle-planes are the same for these

transformations. We find that there are special surfaces fl depending upon

six arbitrary constants which admit, in general, three transformations Am

such that the circle-planes are the same, and these complementary trans-

formations are known when a special surface is given.

We have shown in M2 that the transformations Dm of isothermic surfaces,

discovered by Darbouxt and studied at length by Bianchi,§ are transforma-

tions Am. Applying the foregoing results to isothermic surfaces we are led to

the special isothermic surfaces studied by Darboux and Bianchi in the memoirs

indicated.

In like manner these results when applied to surfaces of Guichard lead to

the special surfaces of Guichard previously studied by the author. ||

In §§ 3 and 19 a study is made of the envelope of the circle-planes of comple-

mentary transformations. These surfaces are applicable to quadrics when S

is a special isothermic surface or a special surface of Guichard.

In the closing section it is shown that for certain surfaces ß the transforma-

tions Am go in pairs, the circle-planes of any pair being the same. But the

transformations cannot be found directly as in the case of the complementary

transformations of special surfaces. The surfaces of Guichard are of this

type.

1. Equations of a surface C

In accordance with the definition of a surface C, its cartesian coordinates,

x, y, z, a complementary function t, and the function x2 + y2 + z2 — i2 are

solutions of an equation of the form

d26      d log Jpd6      dloe^Ipdd
(1) -4-—-1--—- — = 0

dudv dv      du du      âv

* L. e., p. 707.

t These transformations are the same as those found by the author formerly by a method

not based upon the underlying transformations Km, Annali di matemática,

ser. 3, vol. 22 (1914), pp. 191-248.

{Annales de l'École Normale Supérieure, ser. 3, vol. 16 (1899).

§ A n n a 1 i di matemática, ser. 3, vol. 11 (1905), pp. 93-158.

Il A n n a 1 i,  Lo., pp. 235 et seq.
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The fundamental functions E, F, G, D, D" of C are given by*

m\2 , 1

dv)E = \du)+P'       F==du~dv~'       G = \tv) +

"-"-'•-¿[(SNSyto.
where

(3)

D _ toq(Xq -pflp) _ IT _ TOo(Xo + pfl0) _

H To H * To '

1   f d21     dt d log Vp _ dt d log Vp]

H2p\_du2 + du     du     ~ dv     dv     ]'

_1    Yd2t     d¿ d log Vp     dt d log Vp 1
H2 p L oV      dw     du dv     dv      J '

and

(4) ä77=mu(Xo-pöo)^, ^=TO0(Xo + pö0)^,

0o being the solution of (1) which determines a conjugate surface C0 of C

(cf. M2, § 3), and X0 being determined by the equations

dh= §h d\o_    ddo
{ ' du Pdu'        dv ~ p dv •

By means of the above equations and the expressions [41], it can be shown

that the expressions (2) for D and D" satisfy the Codazzi equations, t There

remains the Gauss equation! to be satisfied, which is reducible in consequence

of (2) to

[

ml(\l - p26l)      Tmo
sï2 — L ~r~ \ Ao -r P»o )
-í o J o

-«>-H[(£H^]
a2 log Vp"   d2 log Vp

du2 "+    dv2    *

Recapitulating these results, we have

Theorem 1.    The analytical determination of surfaces C consists in finding

five functions X0, 0o, T0, p, and t satisfying equations (4), (5), (6) and

(7) d2¿      o log Vp"d¿     dlogVp3¿ _Q
dwd7> dt)      5w dw      dt)

* Cf. [35], [36], [43], [46].   A reference of this sort is to equations of the memoir M2.

t E., p. 156.   A reference of this sort is to the author's Differential Geometry, Ginn and Co.,

Boston, 1909.

î E., p. 155.
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2. Equations of transformations Am

The lines joining corresponding points on a surface C and the conjugate

surface Co form a normal congruence. The orthogonal surfaces are surfaces O

by definition. Let S be one of these surfaces. In M2, § 8, we established a

transformation of S of the Ribaucour type. In the present section we give

another form to the equations of such transformations Am.

If X, Y, Z; Xi, Yi, Zi; X2, Y2, Z2 denote the direction-cosines of the

normal to S and of the tangents to its lines of curvature, we have from [9],

[12], and [53]

(8) X = y¡r ( a0 Xi + b0 X2 + m-0 X )
¿o

and

^ r-1 dx      dt -\ — r I dx      dt — \

<9> X^^\du + duX)>        X2 = ^{di + dvX)'

where X, Y, Z; Xi, Yi, Zi; X2, Y2,Z2 are the direction-cosines of the normal

to C and of the bisectors of the angles between the parametric curves on C.

In consequence of [7] and (8), equations (9) may be replaced by

i-*[(i(i«..+g£)x,+(-«-..+]f£)T.+5£i],

where 2co is one of the angles between the parametric curves on C.

By means of the expressions [42] and [46] for a0, b0, w0, namely

ßo = —
/ 1   M       l_dt\

2 cos w

(10)
To    ( 1   dt       1   dt\ Jo

bo ~ 2 sin «\Via«     VGóV'       W°~Hp'

these are reducible to

Xi =--= ( sin coXi — cos coX2 + —¡= -r-X\,
sin2o)T¡Ep\ VG^m    }'

(ID

X2 — -
sin 2co VG,

—¡= ( sin co Xi 4- cos co X2 + -7= r- AT )
co VGp \ <Edv    )
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From (8) and (11) we have

To 2 cos w \ ViJp VGp     /

(12) Z2 = -^X + —l—( -~Xi+~X2\
K   ' To 2 sin w V      <Ep ^Gp      )

x = YoX+WTp\duXl + d1vXi)-

If Si denotes a transform of the surface S by a transformation AMl, as

developed in M2, § 8, the two surfaces S and Si are the envelope of a two-

parameter family of spheres. From [98] and [99] it follows that the coordi-

nates, £, r?, f, of the centers of these spheres are given by equations of the

form

(13) £ = x + (<t-t)X = xi +(a-t)X',

where xi, yi, Zi are the cartesian coordinates of Si; X', Y', Z', are the direc-

tion cosines of the normal to Si; and

T06i
(14)

mo Xo ( 0i — 001 )

In order to explain the terms in this expression, we remark that Si, being a

surface ß, is normal to the lines joining corresponding points on two surfaces

Ci and Cio. These surfaces Ci and Ci0 are in the relations of transformations

Kmi with C and C0 respectively, and the transformation functions are 0i, Xi

and 001, Xoi respectively.

If zio, T/io j zio and Xi, t/i , zi denote the cartesian coordinates of Cio and Ci

respectively, we have

.,.. v,     Xio nio . -     Xo too
(15) X' =  -=- (ZlO-Zl), X = —TjT- (xo - x),

i 10 i 0

where Tio is the analogue of T0.

Since C, Co, Ci, Cio form a quatern of surfaces under the relation of trans-

formations Km, we have from [73], [76], [77], [79] the relations

(16) \ij 6 i = 0iyX,- — 6j X» + 0>Xy, dij Xj + Vjihj = 0,

\ii di + \i 8j = 0,
and

(17) \ij $i xa — da X< x — X¿ 0, Xi + Xj 0,- x,,

for i = 1, j = 0.    Also from [9]

(18) Xi- X = -y (a; Xi + bi X2 + Wi X)

for i = l.
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By means of these equations the expression (15) can be given the form

X' =fl^F-[(flioXi + Ao0i)(a:i -x) + X0 0i (x - x0)]
fi 110

(19) =-TjT     \ ~\-Ao «1 +-  ) Aimi Tio L V  Xi mi m0 )

4- I -T-Ao bi 4--I X2 4- [ -x-Ao wi H-1X   .
\   Ai mi m0 / \  Xi mi m0  /     J

If the expressions (12) for Xi, X2, and X be substituted in this equation and

use be made of the identities
, wo dt

a0 sin co — b0 cos co + —= v~ = U,

(20)
, M'o  dt

a0 sin co + 6o cos u 4- —f=- T" = 0,
VíJOD

which follow from [42], and of the relation [97], namely

(21) (fio- To) 01+ (Soi- 0i)moAo(<i-O = °>

ii being the complementary function for Ci, we have

y,      v  , mo\o(0i - 0pi) f r^io  ,  ,        ,,        ..~\y
X =Z + "7'io0iXimi     JLTö + Ximi(il-i)JZ

(ai sin co — 6i cos co) \G + W\-r-

(22) + ~^T -*
fit

(di sin w + 6i cos co) VË + U'i-r-

+-=--x2
MPH

where we use the abbreviation

(23) *iy = a¿ ay + 6, b¡ + m;,- M;y (i # y).

From (13) we have accordingly

(24) xi-x = (t-a)(X' -X) = --±~(VlXi+ßiX24-ßiX),
o~i mi

where

Tio 0i Xi
«ri

(25)

To 0i + moXo(0oi - W

771 =    ,-       ( ai sin co — 61 cos co ) VG 4- m'i —    ,
Vp H L dM J

0i = -r=-zi    ( ai sin co + 61 cos co ) VÊ + wi —   ,
vp

Mi = »*iXi(ii - i) + -=r.
•«0
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From [100] it follows that the radius R of the variable sphere whose en-

velope is S and Si is given by

(tm p _ tooXo¿(0qi-0i) + ro0i

1   ^ K " TOOXo(0Ol-0l)

We consider for a moment a general transformation of Ribaucour of any

surface. If the equations of the transformation are written in the form (24),

the functions vi, ßi, pi, ai and the function n defined by

(27) 2mi ri ai = t,? + j8Î + pi

satisfy the equations:

du Pi dv p2

(28)

£ = ^- d7=^ft,

dft _ jn_ d_J]t drii _ ft_ d^G
du        In   dv   ' dv        In   du  '

à log ai = _   r=  ni d log ai = j^  ft

dw Tl' d» Ti'

d7,i        ft a-s/1 ,    J,        , /s     fi,

dft 771   d^ ^ /=        f=,

where JB, G and Ei, Gi are the first fundamental coefficients of the given

surface S and its transform Si, and pi, p2 are the principal radii of curvature

of S. Conversely, every set of functions satisfying these equations deter-

mines a transformation of Ribaucour.*

The ratio ti/pi is equal to the radius of the variable sphere of the trans-

formation. When S is a surface fi and the transformation is of the type Am,

it follows from [93] that

(29) TOOXo(0oi - 0i) + Tomi\i(h-t) + $i0 = 0.

Hence from (25), (26), and (29) we have

tooXq(0oi - 0i)<+ n0i

71-Tt

(30)
TOqXq(0qi — 01 )  _ TOq(Xi 010 + Xq0i)

Ml  — ~rp m

•Annali, ser. 3, vol. 22 (1914), pp. 191-248.
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From these expressions follows

(31) Ti=ßit-6i,

and from (21) and (30)

(32) 0i Tio = To\ßi(ti-t) +0i].

Hence from the first of (25) we have

(33) o-i = -[ßi(h-t) +0i] = -(mi<i -ti).
Tl Tl

From [54] we have that the fundamental functions for a surface S are

expressible in the form

Vl = [l-^(Xo-p0o)U,

^G ^\ l-^(\o 4-p6o)]~,
(34) L Jo J Vp

■yj_É _ m0(Xo - p0o) ^G     m0(X0 + pd0)

PÏ'      foVp     '     Pi '       r0Vp"    '

D = Ê/pi,       D" = G/pi.

When equation (31) is differentiated and use is made of equations (28)

and (34), we obtain

r(     &      301 \ a        r(    dt     30A

A function 0i determining a transformation ÜLm, of G, and consequently

a transformation ^4m, of S, must satisfy the equations [65], namely

■r— + V/!/    cos co ai — sin co Oi + ( ti — i ) —™— ( cos co a0
au L ^o

— sin co &o )     = 0,

(36)   de r m x J
-r- + VG   cos co ai + sin co 6i + ( <i — t ) ~y¡,— ( cos co a0
av \_ 1 o

4- sin u> bo )     = 0.

When these expressions are substituted in (35) and also the expression for /ii

from (25), we obtain

Vp"!

(37)

i?l = -sr\ *103Ü + ^o VjÉ (ai cos co - 6i sin co)    ,

VpT      dt ,- 1
0i = yr    *io¿~+ T0vG(ai cos co + 6i sin co)
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These equations are consistent with (25) in consequence of (10).

We recall from M2, § 6, that the complementary function U of Ci is given by

dti

du

(38)
dU _       p

dv ~     X

-ê[w-o£+*£].

for i = 1.   Making use of these equations and the preceding equations, we

obtain from (33) by differentiation

(39)
da

dai        t?i   fXi 0i¿i toq (Xo - p0o) 1
^"VpVJL ~^o~~ --^iMiii + PÖxTiJ,

i        ft   [Xi 0i<i too (Xo + p0o)      x />      1
r-^L~ -^¡ -XiMiíi-p^riJ.

From (28), (35), and (39) we have

(40)

f=                   1              f0iiiTOo(Xo - p0o)      .         ,  p0iri"l
V¿1 = ~T~,-7T     -T-hpi+ —r-    ,

Vp(n - p.i<i) L Iq Xi   j

r= -l        rgi^mo(Ao + pgo)     , pfllTl'l

Vp ( n - ui ¿i ) L I o Xi    J

(41)

Vp(ri - Mi'i)

From these expressions and (34) we get

V^-V^w-/1   ,Jm«-*1)i»(Yp'o)-x'+'*"1'
XlVp(Ti  — |Xi<i)L -«0 J

^ + A^ "x V-r Tl     , JX'<« - <i)OT0(XV+Pg0) -Xi - P0i1.
Xi Vp ( n - mi h ) L ¿ o J

Hence the last two of equations (28) may be written

5tji 1   d\Ë~ mi TOq(Xq - p0p)

^""il"*"^"^(l"pl)+10   *>n   '

(42) ^ F
dft 1   d^G mi TOO(Xo + p0o)

dv ^jE   du Vp SpTl

To these formulas we add
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which is obtained by solving the second and third of equations (25) for ai

and 61 and by substituting these and the expressions (10) for a0, ba, w0 in (23)

for i = 1, j = 0.

3. Envelope of the circle-plane of a transformation Am

It is a well-known fact that the circles orthogonal to two surfaces which

are in the relation of a transformation of Ribaucour form a cyclic system,

that is they are normal to an infinity of surfaces. We call the plane of this

circle the circle-plane of the transformation and in this section we derive certain

results concerning the surface S0 which is the envelope of these planes.

From (24) it follows that the direction cosines of the normal to this plane

are proportional to

(43) ftli-77il2,        ftFi-r,iT2,        ßiZi-r,iZ2.

Consequently the coordinates x0, yo, 20, of So are given by

(44) x0 = x+p(r,iXi+ßiX2)+qX,

where p and a are to be determined. The conditions necessary and sufficient

that So be the envelope are that

dxa
(45)        £(ftXi-„1X2)^ = 0,       Z(/ftXi

The derivatives of Xi, X2, X are given by

1

i]iX2)
dx0

dv
0.

a/g
dv

(46)

dXi
du

dX2

du

dX tJE-
du~ ~  pi Al'

d-^x2+^x,

-Jg
djË-

dv   Xl'

Pi

dX2

dv

dXi

dv duE
^~X2,

j_dVc-    Vgt
V—    a       -Ai -f- A ,

E   du f>2

dX               4^y
"T- =-A2.

dv pi

By means of these equations and (28) we find that equations (45) are equivalent

to

V

(47)

r\Pi     Pi)'

\Pi     Pi)
?=--

r = Toi ai

+ TOXai

1 + VGi

1E., p. 157.
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From (28) we have

(aq\ an 3mi     n 3ti ctyi
(48) 3m+Pi3m=0' 3^ + P237 = 0-

Since these equations become the Rodrigues equations,* when n and p.i

are replaced by x, y, z and X, Y, Z respectively, it follows that n is a solution

of the point equation of S and ßi of the tangential equation. Hence ßi, X,

Y, Z are the tangential coordinates of a surface S0 which corresponds with

parallelism of tangent planes to S and with lines of curvature in correspondence.

If £o, yo, To are the cartesian coordinates of 20, their expressions as given by

the general equations for tangential coordinates! are reducible in consequence

of (28) and (46) to the form

(49) fo = Mi^ + 7hZi + /3iZ2.

Making use of these results, we have from (44)

(50) ¿a;o = Xdu + £ o dp,

where

,„,. micri/VGi     V^i\

If we put

(51) t=ßio>4-l(ß24-V2+ß2)+Ti,

the linear element of So may be given the form

(52) ds2„ = ¿co2 + 2dpdt ■

These results which are true for any cyclic system will be applied in § 19 to

certain transformations Am ■

4. Inverse of a transformation Am

It is evident that the relation of a transformation Am is entirely reciprocal,

and in the subsequent theory it will be desirable for us to know the functions

by means of which S is given as a transform of Si.

The equation analogous to (24) is

x - xi = - —i — (ijr1 X[ 4- pT' K 4- ß-1 X'),

where X', Y', Z'; X[, Y[, Z\; X'2, Y'2, Z'2 are the direction-cosines of the

normal to Si and of the tangents to its lines of curvature.    For any trans-

* E., p. 122.

t E., p. 163
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formation of Ribaucour, defined by (24), these direction cosines are given

by the following expressions:*

X'i = Xi + — (xi - x),        X2 = - X2 - — (xi - x),
n ti

X' = X + -(xi -x).
Tl

Substituting these expressions in the above equation and replacing xi — x

by its value from (24), we get an equation of the form

AX + BXi + CX2 = 0.

Since this equation is also true when the X's are replaced by the F's and Z's,

it follows that A, B, and C must be zero.    This gives the three equations

HT1,     _i            VT1,     _i ft"1,     _,       Mi Mr1 +7/1 r,^ -ft ft"1
ai-haï    = ai-h a,    =— ai-^ + ai    =

Mi »7i ft mi Ti

From these equations and (27) follow

VÎ1 = PVi,       ßTl = — pft,        Mi"1 = PMi,        "T1 = pai,

where p is a factor of proportionality to be determined.

We have remarked that the radius of the variable sphere is ti/mi • Hence

tT1 = pri. If this value be substituted in equations analogous to the third

and fourth of (28), we have in consequence of others of these equations that

p = c/n ai, where c denotes a constant.    Hence

VTl = cvi/ti ai,       ft-1 = — cft/n ai,        mF1 = CMiAi ai,
(53)

Ti ' = c/ai,        ail = c/n.

It is readily found that these values satisfy equations analogous to (28).

5. Surfaces of Guichard

It is our purpose to apply the preceding results to the surfaces of Guichard,

as defined in the introduction. Calapsof made a study of these surfaces and

determined their characterization. He found that there are two types which

he called surfaces of Guichard of the first and second kinds. He showed that

the fundamental functions of a surface of the first kind are given by

(54)      ^ = e* sinh a,       ^Ö^e(cosha,        F = 0,       D' = 0,

D = e( sinh a ( cosh a + h sinh a ),

D" = e* cosh a ( sinh a + h cosh a ),

* A n n a 1 i, 1. c., p. 196.

t A n n a 1 i di matemática, ser. 3, vol. 11 (1905), pp. 201 et seq.
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where £, a, and h are functions satisfying

àh      ,, .     v3£ dh     ,_ ,     , 3?
3m" = (A + COth a)3Ü' 3Í = (A + tanh a)3i'

32 a , 32 a .     32f     t    .     32Î ,2    ^ ^
4- coth a -r-j + tanh a -r-r — csclr a 5-

(55)

3m2 ^ S»2 ^ ""u   " 3m2 t 3î)2 3m 3m

da 3¿
+ sech2 ffr-v+( cosh a + A sinh a ) ( sinh a + A cosh a ) = 0,

oî) aï)

32 É      3{ d€ ,      rt    3f 3a 3£ 3«
v-r- =- -r- -r- + coth a-r- -r- + tanh a^T-,
3w3»     3m 3b 3m 3» 3» 3m

Conversely every set of functions satisfying these equations determines such a

surface. In what follows we consider only surfaces of the first kind, but

analogous results are equally true for surfaces of the second kind.

The fundamental functions of the associate surface S' are of the same

form as (54) in functions £', a', h', given by

ef = e-f(i - A2),

..„. sinh a' = tí-7 [ sinh a ( 1 + A2) + 2A cosh a],
(00) A  — 1

cosh a' = 1 _ ,2[ cosh a ( 1 + A2) + 2A sinh a].

Comparing equations (34) and (54), we have

m0(Xo — p0o) = Vp To (cosh a 4- h sinh a),

m0 (Xo + p0o) = VpTo (sinh a + A cosh a),

(57)
To — m0 <(Xo — p0o) = To^pe* sinh a,

To — m01 (Xo + p0o) = To Vpe* cosh a.

Eliminating Xo — p0o and Xo + p0o from these equations, we obtain two

equations which are equivalent to

(58) < = eV(l-A),        Vp" = (1 - A)e-(f+a).

Substituting these values in (57), we find

With the aid of the first two of equations (57) the first two of equations (4)

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. S
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are reducible to

d log To       r- . dt
-..- = "Vp ( cosh a 4- h sinh a ) -r-,

du du

(60)

—r- = Vp ( sinh a + A cosh a ) ■=-.
3fl 3»

From (58) and (55) we have

fM\ dt _ ^+*   csch a   °£ dt _ ,*+.   sech a   °S

^D; 3m (1-A)23m'       3» (1-A)23îf

Substituting these values in (60) and making use of (55), we find

3 log To        1     3A 3 log 7*0        1     dh
(62> 3m 1 — A 3m ' dv 1 — A dv

Since Xo, 0o, To in the transformation from C to G0 are determined only to

within a constant factor, it follows that in all generality equations (62) may

be replaced by

(63) ^0=^.

Consequently equations (59) become

1 1 + Ä    t „       1 e(
(64) Xo = ö -e~(,       0o = s tt-r¡—.v 2    m0 2 ( A — 1 ) mo

It is readily shown that these functions satisfy equations (5).

From (58) and (55) follow also

3 log Vp ea 3£     3a
—5-= î-T csch a t--r—,

3m A — 1 du     du
(65)

3 log Vp        ea ,      3$     3a
—^-= t-; sech a -z-t— .

3» A — 1 dv     dv

With the aid of these results it can be shown that t, given by (58), is a solution

of equation (1).

From the general existence theorem concerning surfaces of Guichard, as

given by Calapso, it follows that each set of functions £, a, h, satisfying

equations (55), determine a surface C, for which t and p are given by (58),

and the surface Go is determined by the functions Xo, 60, T0, given by (63)

and (64).

6. Transformation of surfaces of Guichard

It is our purpose now to show that there are transformations Am of surfaces

of Guichard into surfaces of the same kind, and that these transformations
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are equivalent to certain ones obtained by us* previously in another manner.

In the first place we observe that there must exist two functions Xio, 0io

for the new surface whose expressions are of the form (64), namely

(66) Xio = s —;-— e fl,       0m =
2    too ' 1U     2(hi-l)m0'

When the values (64) and (66) are substituted in the first of equations (16)

for i = 1, j = 0, we have

(67)        (e-il(l + Äi)-(l + Ä)e-i)0i = Xi(^~-^1-).

From the general theory of transformations K\ it follows that the point

equation for Ci is that obtained from (1) when p is replaced by pi, where

K
per

From (58) it follows that we must have for the surface Ci

(68) pi -

(69) Vpi = (1 - Ai)e-(£l+ai).

When this value and that for p from (58) are substituted in (68), we get

(70) Xi = 0i ( 1 - hi ) ( 1 - h ) e-(í] f ai+f+">.

Eliminating Xi from equations (67) and (70), we get

(1 -*-<«*+«*)(«« -«*•) + (1 +*-<•>+•>) (foe* - heli) = 0.

If we introduce a function ki by the equation

<»> «-" = rri
the above equation may be replaced by

(72) h = ki - h e1,       h = h - h efl,

h being a function thus defined.

From (71) it follows that

cosh «i ( 1 — k\ ) = ( 1 + k\ ) cosh a + 2ki sinh a,
(73)

sinh o¡i ( 1 — k\ ) = — 2ki cosh a — ( 1 + k\ ) sinh a,

and thence
cosh ai + ii sinh ai = cosh a + ki sinh a = fa,

(74)
sinh ai + ki cosh ai = — ( sinh a + ki cosh a ) = — fa\,

*L. c.

t M„ p. 412.
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(pi and ti being thus defined.    Hence (73) may be written

(1 — k{) cosh ai = (pi 4- ki ti,
(75)

(1 - k\) sinh ai = - (ti + &i</>i).

From (54) and (58) it follows that <i and the fundamental quantities Ei and

Gi for Si  must be of the form

(76) \Ei = e(l sinh ai,       tJGi = efl cosh ax,       h =    _ , .

When these values are substituted in (40), the resulting equations are

reducible by means of (57), (58), (72), and (74) to the single equation

(77) lidi(l-h)4-ßiil-ki) =0.

From this and (31) we obtain

(78) 0i(l -A) + n(l -ki) =0,

and consequently

(79) ßi = liTU

that is, 1/Zi is the radius of the variable sphere.

When the above values of Xi, n, pi, and h are substituted in (33), we get

(80) en = n «-«•+*> (1 - k\).

Hence for the type of transformations Am now under discussion equations

(28) are

^A = e-t vi i ki (pi 4- ti ),       ~ßj = e~( ßi (kiti4- c6i.),

-r— = e* vi sinh a, -z~ — e* ßi cosh a,
du dv

V~^ = — ̂ l ( cosh a + A sinh a ),        -r- = — ßi ( sinh a + A cosh a ),

dt)i (      ,      3£      da\ , ,   . ,
(81) n~ = — Pi I tanh a v- + ñ~ ) + Mi ( cosh a 4- A sinh a )

4- mi ai ef sinh a + toi n e~l ( ki <pi + t\ ),

- = p^cotha^ + ^j,        —»„^tanha^+^-J,
dv

dv

aßi (      ,     d£,      da\ , . , ,     .
= — 771 I coth a-—h v_ ) + Mi ( Slnh a + A cosh a )

+ Toi ai ef cosh a + Toi ti é~í iki t\ + <Pi) •
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In consequence of (79) equations (72) are equivalent to

(82) h = ki-e(-,       h = ki- eílíL\
Tl Ti

When these values of h and hi respectively are substituted in the first two of

equations (55) and analogous equations in functions with the subscript 1,

we get
dki
du

(83)

and

(84)

= *i(csch«g + e^),

^=¿i(sech«^ + e^),

^=sinhai(cschag+(^-eí)^),

-=— = — cosh «i ( sech a -r- + ( eh — e* ) — ).
dv \ dv ti)

When the value of e(l from equation (80) is substituted in these equations,

they are satisfied identically in consequence of the above equations.

When the expression for ki from (71) is substituted in (83), we get

d_

du
(ai + a) = — (cosh «i + cosh a) ( csch at-ef — j,

sinh «i — sinh a ) ( sech a -r- — ei — ).
' \ dv Ti)s(oi + a)-(

It is readily shown that these values of ax and £i satisfy also equations analo-

gous to the last two of (55).    Hence we have

Theorem 2. If S is a surface of Guichard of the first kind, each set of func-

tions ai, ti, mi, Vi> ft satisfying (81) and (27), where ki, fa, and fa\ are given

by (74) and (82), determines a transformation Ami from S into a surface of the

same kind; the functions ai, £i, hi, of Si are given by (73), (80), and (82).

Hence in addition to the constants Toi there are three arbitrary constants of

integration.

From (31), (58), (70), (71), (80), and (82), we get

(85)
ai(l - hi) t

Xi =-Y^k— = ~ ffl ~ Mie   '   +*i)»

as the functions determining the transformation of the surface C associated

with S.
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7. The associate surface of Guichard

In M2, § 10, we found that the transformation Ami, for which

(86) 0i = — Xi = 1,       010 = Xo,       Xio = 0o,       001 = — Xoi = 1,

transforms a surface S into a surface Si corresponding to S with parallelism

of tangent planes, instead of the surfaces S and Si being the envelope of a

two-parameter family of spheres. We shall show that if Sis a surface of

Guichard the surface Si so obtained is the associate surface referred to in the

definition of surfaces of Guichard, as given in the introduction.

From [111] we have

(87) Tio = T0.

On the assumption that Si is a surface of Guichard we have from (63) and a

similar expression for Ti0

(88) Ai = A.

Likewise from (64), (66), and (86) we have

(89) eh = (1 - A2)e-i.

From the first two of equations (55) and similar equations for Si we have in

consequence of (88)

( A + coth ai ) t— = ( A + coth a ) ■=- ,
du du

i h 4- tanh ai) -r- = (A4- tanh a ) -r- .
dv av

If the expression for efl from (89) is substituted in these equations, it is

found that they are equivalent to

sinh ai = ,2 _ .. [ sinh a ( 1 + A2) + 2A cosh a],

(90)

cosh ai = ,2 _ , [ cosh a ( 1 + A2) + 2A sinh a].

But these equations and (88) define the associate surface of S, as Calapso

has shown. *   Hence our assumption has been justified and we have

Theorem 3.   A surface of Guichard and its associate are in the relation of

the parallel transformation Am, that is, the one for which 0i = — Xi = 1.

8. Transformations Am with the same circle-planes

We begin the study now of surfaces fl which admit several transformations

Am with the same circle-planes.

* L. c., p. 214.
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From the expressions (43) of the direction-parameters of the circle-plane

of a transformation Am it follows that if a second transformation Am of S

has the same circle-planes as the original transformation, the corresponding

functions ft and v2 are proportional to ft and 771 respectively. From equations

(28) and similar ones for the second transformation of S, we note that we

must have

d(ri, t2) = d(pi, p2) =

d(u, v) ' d(u, v)

Consequently t2 is a function of t\, and M2 is a function of mi • But as ti

and t2 are solutions of the point equation of S, T2 is at most a linear function

of ti . The same is true of M2 and mi , since they satisfy the tangential equa-

tion of S. On account of the linear character of equations (28) we have in

all generality

(91) r2 = ri + r',       M2 = Mi + M',        m2 = Toi + to' ,

where t' , p', and to' are constants.    It follows at once from (28) that

(92) 7,2 = 771,       ft=ft.

From (31) we have also

(93) 02 - 0i - M' t - t' .

This equation is consistent with the equations obtained by replacing the

quantities in (92) by the expressions (35) and similar ones for 772 and ft •

An exception to the preceding results arises in the case when S is a surface

of revolution. In this case C coincides with S and p is a function of a single

variable, say u. Now the point equation is satisfied by any function of u

and consequently we are not justified in saying that t2 is necessarily linear

in n. As a matter to fact it is an easy matter to construct a large number

of surfaces of revolution in relations of transformations of Ribaucour to the

given surface, and the meridian planes are the circle planes. Hence we exclude

from future consideration the case when S is a surface of revolution. It is

readily shown that this is the only case for which n is a function of u or v

alone.

From equations (42) and analogous ones in 772 and ft we get

($20 — <Pio)m0X0 = f5(m2X2 — TOiXi),

(94)
( $20 - $10 ) TOo 00 =   Tl ( TO2 02 - TOi 01 ) ,

where $20 is given by (23) for i = 2, j = 0.    In like manner from (37) and
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analogous equations we have in consequence of (94)

T 1     dt
i a2 — ai ) cos co — ( 62 — 6i ) sin co = —r- ( mi Xi — m2 X2 ) -== T~ >

mo Ao -\E du

(95)

ioi — ai) cos 03 4- ibi — bi) sin a = —r- (tox Xi — m2 X2) -7= 3-.
mo Ao \(j ov

From [94] and [15] we have

-=-*- = to,- (X,- — pdi )T0--mo (Xo — p0o) VË (a,- cos co — 6,- sin co),
OM OU

(96)

-=-*- = m¿ (Xi + p0,-) To ä-m0 (Xo + p0o) VG ( ai cos co + 6,- sin co),
a« dt)

for i = 1, 2. Making use of these equations, we obtain from (94) by differ-

entiation

9 t*.        *   ■>      o/*        *   Nm0(X0 - p0p) 3¿
- (cp20 - *10) = 2($20 - *io)-yr-^,

5 /*,         *   ï       o/*         *   , mo(Xo + p0o) 3¿
-(*,„ - $10) = 2(#2o - *io)-jr-^.

In consequence of (4) these equations are equivalent to

(97) <p20 - $10 = kTo,

where k is a constant.    Hence equations (94) become

(98) m2 02 — mi 0i = km0 0o ,        to2 X2 — mi Xi = km0 Xo.

If toi and to2 are not equal, it follows from (93) and (98) that 0i is a linear

function of 0O and t. If Toi and to2 are equal, 0O must be a linear function of t.

Hence we have

Theorem 4. In order that two transformations Am, and Am, have the same

circle-planes, it is necessary that 61 be a linear function of 0O and t; if Toi = to2 ,

0o must be a linear function of t.

We postpone the consideration of the latter case to § 20.

9. When 0i is linear in 0o and t

Since 0i for a transformation Km is determined only to within a constant

factor, we take in all generality

(99) 0i = 0o + cii + di,

where Ci and di are constants.    When this value is substituted in equations
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(36), we get

m,                              i \       n   di      500
\E ( cos co ai — sin to Oi ; = Ki ^--r-,

(100)

V(5 ( cos w ai + sin co 6i ) = Ri -r- — -r-,

where we have put

(101) Ri = toiXi(<i -t) -ci.

From the equations

dX, ddi dX,-        d0,-

(102) du~=-pdu-'        lv- = í,Tv'

for i = 1, we have by integration

(103) Xi =X0 + cir + eu

where ei is a constant and r is defined by

dr dt dr        dt

(104) du=~pdu'      ä; = poV

Differentiating equation (101) and making use of equations (38) for i = 1,

we obtain

(105) ^ = - TOi(Xi - p0i)£, ^ = - toi(Xi + P6i)fv.

If the above expressions for 0i and Xi be substituted in these equations, they

can be integrated with the result

(106) Äi = - ( toi — + Crt + Et + Dr + F J,
\        TUO )

where we have put

(107) C = TOiCi,       E = r»iCi,       D = midi,       F = mifi,

/i being the constant of integration.

We consider now the second transformation.    We put

(108) 02 = 0o + c21 + d2,       X2 = Xo + c2 r + e-,

without loss of generality.    Hence from (98) and (107) we have

(109) C = m2c2,       E = m2e2,       D = m2d2,       to2 — Toi = &m0.

The equations analogous to (100) are

Vl£ (cos co a2 — sin co b2 ) = R2 t¡--jr-,

VG ( cos co a2 + sin co 62 ) = R2 -~— -¡r-,
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where
Ri = m2 X2 ( t2 — t ) —Ci.

In order that these equations and (100) be consistent with (95), we must

have
T

(110) Ri - Ri = — (mi - m2).
Too

In consequence of this equation, (107), and (109), it follows that in the ex-

pression for R2 similar to (106) we must have the same constant F, that is

we may write

(111) F = m2f2.

Again from (95) we have with the aid of (10), (98), and (109) the first two

of the following :

to2 — Toi ,       to2 — Toi
a2 — ai =-ao, b2 — bi =-¿>o,

mo Too

(112)
m2 — mi

W2 — M>i = - M'o .
too

The last one follows when we express the condition that the functions a, and bi

satisfy the fundamental equations [10] of a transformation K, namely

-^-* = — m,- (Xi — p6i) Vfi cos co + h A 4- Wi D/2 VË cos co,
ou

~ = - rm (X¿ + pdi) VG cos co - bi B 4- un D"/2 VG cos co,

(113)

-r-1 = to,- (Xi — pdi ) VË sin os — ai A — to,- Z>/2 VU sin co,

db-
-¡¿- - «MX< + P0¿) VGcosco + a¿5-r-ío,Z)"/2VGsinco,

3tOi

3m

Wi _         Z)   /   a,- i»,   \

)m           2 V£ \ cos co sin co / '

dwi _        D" (   ai ¿i,-    \

dv           2 VG V cos co sin co / '

where

«,«     i        \Ëdlog<~p .   n du         n       /G31ogAÇ .   „
(114)    ̂ =VG^-Sm2w-3^'       £ = VE-^sin2w

We recall from M2, § 6, that a set of functions a,, 6,, m>,- , 0,, X,, U satisfying
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(36), (38), (102), (113), and the relation

(115) 2miBi\i- (a\ + b2i+w\) + m\\\(U - t)2 = 0,

determine a transformation Km of surfaces C and a transformation Am of

surfaces ß.

10. Transformations Am with 0i linear in 0o and t

We consider now the transformation for which 0i has the form (99).    From

equations (100) we have, in consequence of (10),

ao_       1      /   1   300       1   d0o\

ai l To     2 cos co V VË du + VG dv ) '

(116)
7 ph 1     /       1   dBp       1   d6p\
01 tílTo     2 sin co V      VË du + V<3 dv )

(117)

When these expressions are substituted in the first four of equations (113)

for i = 1, the resulting equations reduce to the following two :

d(^Wi+YoRi)+(0o)h

- - [toi(Xi - p0i) + ^ (X„ - p0o) ] = 0,

D"(^wi + YoRi) + (0o)n

-^[toi(Xi + p0i)+^-1(Xo + p0o)] = O,

where we have put

(0o)n- du2 - \i\du - h) dv,

(118)

(^0)22=^--   ill ^7 -   M   3^.

the Christoffel symbols {7} being formed with respect to the linear element

of C; their expressions are given by Mi (108).

In like manner the last two of equations (113) become

dw

du

(119)

i _Ridwo     D(pd6o_ Fddo\

■= T0du+H2\hdu      "dv)'

dwi_ _Rjdwo     D^(    d6o_    ddo\

dv ~~~~ To dv + H2 \     dv         du)'

If the first of equations (117) be differentiated with respect to v and the

second with respect to u, and the derivatives of 7¿>i be replaced by their ex-
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pressions from (119), the resulting equations vanish identically because of

the Codazzi and Gauss equations* for C. Hence it is only necessary to

express the condition that the expressions for m>i given by (117) shall be equal.

This is

p[D" (do)n -D(6o)a] = Z)"[mi(Xi - p0i) +^m0(Xo - P0O)]

- d\ TOi(Xi + p0i) -r-yrmo(Xo-|-p0o)Jl

From (101) and (106) we have

(120)

(121) miXi(ii -t) = ci - ( — mi + Crt + Et 4-Dr 4-F ).
\ mo /

It is readily shown that this value of <i satisfies equations (38) for i = 1.

It can be shown that if a,-, 6,-, to,-, X,-, 0,-, U satisfy equations (36), (38),

(102), and (113), the left-hand member of equation (115) is constant. As

we desire a transformation Km, we must show that for the above functions

this constant is zero. In order to do this we must simplify the expression

for m>i .

By definition the differential parameter Ai(0o, t) formed with respect to

the linear element of any surface is given by

30o3^_     /30o3<     30o3[\ ddodt
du du \du dv      dv du) dv dv

Ai(0o,<)= EG -F*~ "

By differentiation we have

G—-F— G— - F —
3 3m dv du dv

^Ai(0o,¿) =    EG _ F2    (0o)n + ~EG_F2    (')u,

(122)

A \ I Ù   \ 9V °U^Ai(0o,i) =    EG _ p^idohi 4-     EG _ pi     it)a,

where the expressions for (¿)n and (i)22 are analogous to those for (0o)n

and (0o)22 given by (118).

For a surface C, in consequence of (2), we have

C—     F—-^— F—- F—-- —
du dv     p du' dv du     pdv'

(123) 300 ctt       300 3i

du du      3d 3t)
Ai ( 0o, t ) = -jp .

* E., p. 155.
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Moreover, from [43],

ivoD      mo
(On =-ff~ + —ff (Xo — p0o),

io       pía
(124)

w0D"      mo
(t)ii =-ff     H—^r(Xo + p0o).

Jo        P*o

Hence for surfaces C we have from (122)

ô0o_ „d0o

7^2^(^0)11 = ^Ai(0o, 0 -j-jpY-[woD -mo(Xo-p0o)],

(125)
d0o_    d0o

Tjpfo ( 00)22 =¿j¡,Ai(0o,OH-¿p"^-[wo-D"-mo(Xo + p0o)].

With the aid of these results, (117), and [48], namely

n«n d 1 ^ di âi D"dt
(126) ^logw° = #5V       5ÍIogw°=F5?

equations (119) may be written

t[Wo{Wl + YoWo)]

500      „000
d rt-*7T~

=  -  foT" Ai(0o, <) H-™-TO0(Xo - p0o),

(127) 3T    /        AM

d0o         500

= - 7/o^Ai(0o,O + -^-^TOO(Xo + p0o).

In consequence of (4) and (123) these equations may be integrated in the

form

(128) wolwi + jQWo\ = TOo(Xo0o + o) - T0Ai(e0,t),

where a is a constant. From (110) and (112) it follows that g does not change

in passing from the transformation of S into S\ to that of S into S¡; the im-

portance of this remark will be seen later.
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11. Special surfaces 0

When the values of oi, &i, Wi, h, as given by (116), (128), and (121) are

substituted in equation (115) for i = 1, we get

Ai 0o + H2 p2 [ Ai (0o, i) - N]2 + 2c(Nrt+—-e0r-\ot)
(129) \ m0 J

+ 2DirN -Xo) 4-2EitN - 0O) + 2FN + G = 0,
where

(130) N = moiloOo + g)>       Aiöo = Ai(öo;öo))
•*o

and G is a constant such that

,nil „     n 2CF    2DE     C2131) G = 2mi0+-2.
v a       Toi Toi       TOÍ

When equation (129) is differentiated with respe"* to u and v separately,

the resulting equations are reducible to*

{j~- ^f;)[(0o)ii + -p(CJi 4- DKi 4- ELi4-FMi)

4-^-ToiN -Ai (0o, 0)1 = 0,

(jt ~ Nfv)[{doh2+liCJ2 + DKt + ELi + FMt)

+ ^f„(A7-Ai(0o,i))l = O,
M>o J

(132)

where

(133)

m0(X0 T p0o)
M, =-^-,       «/,- = Mirt — r ± pt,

Ki = Mir ± p, Li = Mit — 1,

with the upper or lower sign according as i is 1 or 2. We consider now the

various ways in which (132) can be satisfied.

If the first terms of (132) are zero, there is a functional relation between

0o and t. Since both are solutions of equation (1), this relation must be

linear. Later (§ 17) we show that when 0O is a linear function of t, these

terms are not equal to zero.

We consider next the case

300 3i dl^<Ndl
du du' dv dv'

(134)   (0o)22 4--(CJi 4-DK2 4- EL2 + FM,) + — T0(N-à1(e0,t)) = 0.
p to0

* It should be noted that D which multiplies the last expression in the first equation is

one of the fundamental functions for C and not a constant, as the other D is.
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If the first of (134) be multiplied by to0(Xo — p0o), it can be integrated,

in consequence of (4), in the form

(135) TOo(Xo0o + o) = ToV,

that is, N is equal to V, which is a function of v alone.

Accordingly from the first of (134), (104), and (5) we have

(136) Oo = Vt + Vi,       \o = Vr + Vi,

where Vi and V2 are functions of v alone.

On the assumption that these quantities satisfy the second of (5) we get

V'r + V'2 = p^'t + V',),

where the primes indicate differentiation with respect to v . Since this value

of r must satisfy equations (104), we must have

(137) (V't + V[)<p = Vi,        2^^ + p(£) -(£)  =0,

where V3 is a function of v given by

In order to obtain this expression for V3, we solved the above equations

for r and t, getting

(138) r=yf(J~pVi-V2),       t=Y'{^~V'1)'

and substituted in the equation obtained by differentiating (135) with respect

to v.

The remaining conditions to be satisfied are the last of (134) and (6). From

the former of these we obtain an equation of the form

du   '       '

where P is a determinate function of V, Vi, V2, their derivatives and Vp,

but the function is very complicated. However, in any particular case it

would be possible to see whether it, (136), and (6) are consistent. Accordingly

in what follows we make exception of the cases where 0O is of the form (136)

or with V and Vi replaced by U and Ui, functions of u alone.

When we equate to zero the second terms of the two equations (132), the

resulting equations are reducible by means of (128) to (117). Hence, when C

satisfies (129), the values of ai, bi, Wi, ti, as given by (116), (128), and (121),

determine a transformation Km, of C.    Now toi is a solution of the cubic (131).
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Moreover, each solution of this cubic determines a transformation of C into

a surface Ci, and, as follows from § 9 the transformations Am so determined

have the same circle-planes.

From (18), (98), (109), and (112) we have

m2 X2 a,2 — Toi Xi a;i + ( m2 — mi ) Xo a-0 = 0.

Hence if Mi, M2, M3 are the points on the three transforms of M in the

above special case, it follows that M i, M2, M3 are collinear and their line passes

through Mo- We have seen (§ 8) that if to2 and Toi are equal, 0O must be a

linear function of t. Hence for the present we exclude the case where two of

the roots of (131) are equal (cf. § 20). This imposes a condition on the

constants in equation (129), which will be assumed in what follows.

We shall say that two surfaces G whose functions satisfy the same equation

(129) are special surfaces C of the same class. Later (§ 12) it will be shown

that if G is a special surface, Go is a special surface of the same class. Hence

we speak of S as a special surface fi of the class determined by the constants

C, D, E ,F ,G, and g. Each of the three surfaces C, determines a transform

Si of S. We speak of these particular surfaces G,- and S,- as the comple-

mentary transforms of G and S respectively. The preceding results may be

stated in

Theorem 5. If C is a special surface satisfying (129) in which the con-

stants C, D, E, F, G, g are such that the roots of (131) are real and distinct,

and 0o is not a linear function of t with coefficients which are functions of the same

single variable or constants, there can be found directly three transforms of C such

that corresponding points on these surfaces are collinear. These three surfaces G,-

determine three transformations Am¡ of the surface S, associated with C and Co,

such that the circle-planes of the three transformations coincide.

The investigations of the last two sections enable us to state the following

theorem which is fundamental in what follows:

Theorem 6. When a surface C admits a transformation Km into another

surface Ci, such that the function 0i is linear in t and 0o with constant coefficients,

the surface C is a special surface, and Ciis a complementary transform of C.

12. Complementary transformations of special surfaces ß

Having thus established the existence of special surfaces ñ and transforma-

tions of them for which 0i is a linear function of t and 0O, we consider in this

section the surfaces S,- resulting from these transformations.

From (116) and (128) we get

*io = X) ffli °o = - Ri T0 + m0 (Xo 0O + g).
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Hence from (25), (31), (33), and (35) follow, in consequence of (99) and (101),

Mi = Ci + iV,       ti = Nt-do-di,       nai = Mi     1 + C    +Xi0i,
TOi

(139)
r/.r5i     50o\ .        rfxr3*     dd»\

^ = ̂ {Ndu-du-)'       h = HN»-Ji)'

Equation [93] is reducible to

moXo(0i -0oi) = T0(ci + N) = T0pi.

Hence in consequence of the identities (16), we have

T T
Xi 010 = — Xo 0i + — Mi)        0iXio = — 0oXi + ~Mi,

mo Too

which are reducible to

T
Xi0io = - X0(cii + di) +— 9ci + a,

Too

(140)

0iXio = - 0o(cir + ei) +— Ci + g.
Too

It is readily shown that these functions satisfy equations for Si analogous to

(5), namely

5Xio Xi 5010 5Xio     Xi 5010

{     } du "      pdl du' dv      p0f dv •

If 0f' and Xr1 denote the functions by means of which we pass from Si

to S, and if we show that

0F1 - 010 + e\ h + d'i,

then we shall have shown that Si also is a special surface ñ.

We recall from M2, § 1, that the fundamental equations of a transformation

K of a surface C are

d_

du

(142)
d_

dv

(Xizi) = -p(^5T-0i5^ j,

,x s (     Mi        n   dx\
(XiXi)=p^-^-0i^j.

For the inverse transformation from Ci to C the analogous equations are

5w(Xl   X) -      pd¡\Xl du       ^ du)'

dv{^   x)-pd2\Xl  dv   "öl    dv)'

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 6
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From these equations it is readily found that

(143) ^1=a?       X^ =Ti'

where k denotes an arbitrary constant.

When this value and the expressions for 0io and <i from (140) and (121)

respectively are substituted in the above equation, we find that it vanishes

identically, if we take
CF     D F     C2

(144) c¡=ci,       d[=di,       K = 9 -ZJ + —^Jf^3-
iii\       /ni      fiii

Hence Si is a special surface fi.    It remains to show that it is of the same

class as S.

We introduce for the surface Gi a function ri analogous to r for C. From

(104) and (141) it follows that

3r_i _    _ X[ 3ii 3r_i _ X[ dti

3m pd\ du '        dv      p02 dv(145)

As thus defined, ri is determined only to within an additive constant. But

it is readily shown that this constant may be so chosen that we have

(146) 0i(n-r) =Xi(ii-<).

Since the functions X71 and 071 must satisfy equations (141), as well as X10

and 010, we have

(147) 0F1 = 010 4-citi + di,       Xr1 = X10 + ci ri + ei,

in consequence of (144) and (146).

From these results it follows that the equation analogous to (121) is

miK1 (t-ti) =ci-( ^^ + Cn h 4- Eh 4- Dry. + F'\.
\    m0 J

In consequence of (21), (16), (121), (140), (146), and (147) it follows that

F' - F.
If the constant g is the same for Si as for S, the function juï"1 of the trans-

formation from Si to S must be

Mi"1 = Ci +-fir (Xio0io + g),
110

as follows from (130) and (139). If m7* De replaced by its expression from

(53), it is readily found that the preceding equation is true, when we take

c = k, as given by (144).

Since mi is the constant of the transformation from Si to S, from (131)

it follows that G has the same value for Si as for S.    Hence we have
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Theorem 7. The complementary transforms of a special surface Q, are special

surfaces of the same class.

We consider now the four surfaces C, Co, Ci, Cio which are associated

with a pair of complementary surfaces S and Si. The functions dö1 and

Xi"1, by means of which C is obtained from C0, are given by equations similar

to (143), namely

T    = Ko/^0, X¡T    = Ko/00,'a

where k0 is a constant.    From (140) and (16) we have

a 4  i   j ^o 9
001 = Ci I + di-r- Ci — r- .

Too Xo Xo

In consequence of [67], namely

(148) T0 = to0Xo(< -<o),

it follows that if we take k0 = — g, we have

(149) 001 = 071 + ci ¿o + di.

On the assumption that r0 is chosen so that a relation similar to (146) holds,

we find from (16) and (149)

(150) Xoi = Xb-1 + Ci r0 + ei.

For a quatern (cf. M2, § 7) of surfaces C the functions t satisfy an equation

similar to (17), namely

(151) \ij di tij = Oij X¿ t — Xt- Oj ti + \j 0J- tj.

Also from (148) and an analogous equation we have

Tö1 = TOoXS-' (to - t) = - Xi"' fo/Xo.

With the aid of these equations it is readily shown that an equation analogous

to (121), namely

(152) toi Xoi (íio - <o) = d - ( — «i + Cr010 + Et0 + Dr0 + F ),
\ m0 /

is satisfied.

In accordance with the general theory of the permutability of transforma-

tions Km, the constant to has the same value for the transformations from

C into Ci and Co into Cio. Hence all three constants m are the same for com-

plementary transforms of Co as of C. In view of the above results a and G

accordingly have the same values for C0 as for C.   Hence we have:

Theorem 8. When C is a special surface, the conjugate surface Co, which

with C determines a special surface £l,is of the same class as C; if Ci is a comple-

mentary transform of C, and Cw is the fourth surface of the quatern, then Cio

is a special surface of the same class as C and is a complementary transform of Co •
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13. General transformations of special surfaces

In this section we apply the results of the theorem of permutability of

transformations Am of surfaces 0 [§ 9] to show that if S and Si are comple-

mentary surfaces ß, it is possible to find surfaces S2 such that S2 and the

surface Si2 are complementary surfaces, where Si2 is the surface forming

with S, Si, and S2 a quatern of surfaces £2.

The function 02i determining the transformation from S2 to Si2 is given

by [104], namely

X2 021 ( to2 — TOi )  = TO2 X2 01 + TOi Xi 02 — $12

(153)
+ mi m2 Xi X2 (h — t) (i2 — 0 •

From the general theory of transformations Am we know that on the normal

to S2 there are two points M2 and M2a which describe a surface C2 and a conju-

gate surface G20, and that the four surfaces G, Go, G2, G2o form a quatern.

From [93] we have that the function 02O, determining the transformation

from C2 to G2o, is given by

(154) X202o = -Xo02+ —m2X2(¿2-Í)+ —-
Too Too

When these expressions are substituted in

(155) 021 = Ow + CiU + di,
we get

iCr + E + m2Xo)02 + (Ct2 + D + m20O)X2 - *i2 + mi ~ m2tg20
mo

(156)

- m2X2(f2 -t)(crt + Dr + Et + F + mt—) = 0.
\ mo)

If the left-hand member of this equation be differentiated with respect to u

and v separately, and it be required merely that 02 satisfy equations analogous

to (36), the resulting equations vanish identically. Hence for all transforma-

tions Am2 of S the left-hand member is a constant. Consequently of the °°r

transformations Am^ of S into S2, «j^1 are such that (155) is satisfied, and

therefore, by Theorem 6, Su is a complementary transform of S2. Hence

Si and S12 are special surfaces.

By methods analogous to those followed in the preceding section it can be

shown that
Xüi = X20 + ci r2 + ei,

miX2i(í2i - h) = ci - ( T/so— + Cr2t2 + Et2 4-Dr2 + F).
\       Mio /

Analogously to (30) the function p;2i of the transformation from S2 to Si2
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is of the form

TOq [ X21 ( 021 )o + X20 021 ]
M21 — 71 ,

i 20

where (02i)o is the function determining the conjugate ( C2i)o of C21 such that

C2, C20, C21, (C2i)o form a quatern. From equations analogous to [84] we

have

(157) ( 021 )o X21 02   =   — 020 X2 01 + 021 X2 00 + 010 Xi 02 .

By means of these results we find that

m0 ( 020 X20 + g )
Pu = Ci +

■ 20

As the transformation constant from C2 to C12 is Toi , it follows that G is the

same as for C.   Hence:

Theorem 9. If S is a special surface Ü and Si is a complementary transform,

and S2 is obtained from S by a transformation Amj whose functions satisfy (156),

S2 is a special surface of the same class, and Si2, which is the fourth surface of

the quatern determined by S, Si, and S2, is a complementary transform of S2.

If in the expression for $12, as given by (23), we replace ai, 61, wi, by their

values from (116) and (128), then in consequence of (123), and equations

analogous to (121), (42'), and (25), the equation (156) is reducible to

(Cr + £ + to2Xo)02 + (Ct + Z> + to20o)X2

r(    500 ,   . 50o\       ..I"*«, ,    r(     dt dt\l
(158) +^p{^+ß>Tv)-NlTo+"rp{r>>du + ß>dv)i

- Pi{Crt + Et + Dr + F + m^\ = 0.

From the preceding considerations we know that the left-hand member of

this equation equated to a constant is a first integral of equations (28).

Since Toi does not appear in equation (158), it follows that to2 can take on

the value Toi as well as all other values.    Hence we have

Theorem 10. When a special surface S is subjected to a transformation Am

whose functions satisfy equation (158), the new surface is a special surface of

the same class.

If C, Ci, Cj, dj form a quatern under general transformations K, the

transformation function 0i; is given by [72], namely

(159)
a

dv

(3û r)0-\

9i~d~9i~di)'
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When 0i is of the form (99), and 02 is any other solution of equation (1), it is

readily found that the expression (155) for 02i satisfies these equations for

i = 2, j = 1, if 020 satisfies them for i = 2, j = 0. Hence if G and Gi are

complementary surfaces and G2 is any transform of G, one of the infinity of

surfaces S', which with G, Gi, G2 forms a quatern under general transforma-

tions K, is determined by the value (155) of 02i. But one, and only one, of

the surfaces S' is a surface G (cf. [§9]), say G12, in the relation of trans-

formations K',nt and K'mi with Gi and G2 respectively. Moreover, we have

seen that if the transformation Km, from G to G2 satisfies (156), the function

021 determining K'mi is of the form (155).    Hence we have

Theorem 11. If C and Ci are complementary surfaces for which 0i = 0O

+ Ci t 4- di and C2 is any transform of C, the surface arising from G2 by the

transformation K determined by (155) is a surface C, if and only if (156) is

satisfied; in this case it is complementary to C2.

14. Theorem of permutarility of general transformations of special

SURFACES ß

Let d and C3 be two surfaces obtained from a special surface G by trans-

formations Km¡ and Km, which satisfy equations of the form (156), and let

G23 be the unique surface G which with C, Ci, and C3 forms a quatern of

surfaces G. Let Gi be the surface complementary to G determined by the

constant mi, and let Gi2 and G13 be the surfaces complementary to G2 and

C3 in accordance with Theorem 11.

The functions 02i, 023, 03i, determining the transformations of G2 into

Gi2 and G23 and G3 into G«, are given by equations analogous to (153), namely

Xi Oijimi - my) = mi X, 0y + my Xy 0, - 4>iy /¿ _ o   o x

(160) I*     1  •     t* J-
+ m,myXiXy(íi-Oa-í)      Vj = 1'3'   **>'

Also in accordance with (155)

(161) 0,1 = 0,0 + ci ti 4- di (i = 2,3).

From (23) and (18) it follows that

(162) *iy = TO,- TOy Xi Xy £ ( Xi - X ) ÍXj - X ) .

Hence equation (156) may be written

iCr 4- E -r-m2Xo)02 + iCt 4- D + m2 0o)X2

— TOi to2 Xi X2 Yl i Xi — x ) i xi — x )

4- (toi — TO2)m2X0X2 X (xo — x) (a;2 — x)

- to2 X2 (t2 - t) ( Crt 4- Dr 4- Et + F + rrt2J?\ = 0.
\ m0   }
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We desire to show that the transformation from C2 to C23 satisfies a similar

condition, namely

(Cr2 + E + m3X2o)023 + (Ct23 + D + m3 02o)X23

- mi to3 X21X23 £ (xi2 - Xi ) (x23 - x2 )

+ (mi — 7713)7713X20X23 X (^20 - x2) (x23 — Xi)

-m3\23(t23 -t2)[Cr2t2 + Dr2 + Et2 + F + m3 — ) = 0.
\ nio )

From equations (16) and (17) we have

(163)     X2t- 02 (X2i - X2)   =   - (Xi 02 + 02» X2) (X2 - X) + Xi 02 (Xi - x),

and similar equations in y, z, and t.

In consequence of the expression for T20 analogous to (21), and of equations

(16) and (163), the above equation multiplied by B\ is reducible to

[ C02 r + CX2 (<2 - 0 + E62 + TO3 (Xi 02o - X2 0O + X0 02) ] 023 02

+ [R(x2 — x) — (x3 — x)\iB2]m3{mi\id2(xi — x)

+ (m3 — toi)Xo 02 (xo — x)

- (x2 -x)[m3(\262o + \o9i) + (Cr + E)B2 + C\2t2 + Z>X2] }

+ (Ct2 + D + m3 02o) 02 (R - X2 03)

+ m3[R(t2 - t) - (t3 -t)\3d2]((Ct2 + D)(82r + X2 <2 -X2i)

C0
+ (Et2 +F)02 -^+to3(Xo02 +X202o)(¿2 - t)

fits

- TO3XO02(*O  -  0)   =0,

where we have put

R  =  023 X2 + X3 02 .

We replace the quantities ^T, (xi — x) (xj — x), for i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1,2,3;

* +i> by their values from (162) and then $,7 by their values from (160).

In like manner we replace ^ (xi — x) (x0 — x) for i = 2, 3 by their values

from (160) and then 4>i0 by expressions analogous to (154).    Again analogously

to [63], [64] we have
20

Tt(Xi-x)2 = '~f + (t2-t)2.
m2 a2

When these substitutions are made, we find that the equation is identically

satisfied, in consequence of (99), (103), and (121). Hence the relation between

C2 and C23 is similar to that of C and C2. It is evident that the same is true

of the transformation from C3 into C23.
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From the generalized theorem of permutability of transformations K [§ 7]

it follows that there exists a unique surface S' which is in the relation of

transformations K with G23, G13, and Gi2. However, as yet we do not know

that S' is a surface G; but presently this will be seen to be the case.

Now we shall show that 9'23, the function determining the transformation

from G23 to S', is given by

(164) 023 = (d23)o4-cit234-di,

where Í23 is the complementary function of C23, and (023)o, given by an equa-

tion analogous to (157), is the function determining a conjugate surface to C23.

From equations analogous to [84] we have

023 X23 02  =   —  021 X2 03 + 023 X2 01 + 031 X3 02 .

Substituting this expression and the expressions for (023)0 and t23 from equa-

tions of the form (157) and (163), we find that in consequence of (161) equation

(164) is satisfied identically. Hence for the quatern G2, G12, G23, S', the

conditions of Theorem 11 are satisfied. Consequently S' is a surface C,

complementary to G23 and we have

Theorem 12. If S is a special surface ß and S\ and S2 are two special

surfaces obtained by means of transformations Ami and Am2 satisfying conditions

of the form (158), the fourth surface of the quatern, determined by S, Si, S2 in

accordance with the theorem of permutability of transformations Am, is a special

surface of the same class.

15. Parallel transformation of special surfaces ß

Let S be a special surface and Si one of its complementary transforms.

Also let S2 be the parallel transform of S, as discussed in [§ 10]. In accordance

with this theory there exists a fourth surface S12 such that Si and S12 are in

the relation of a parallel transformation. We desire to show that S2 and Si2

are complementary transforms of one another and hence special surfaces ß.

In analogy with (86) the transformation functions from S to S2 are given by

(165) 02 =  — X2 = 1 , 020 = Xo, X20 = 00, 002 =  — X02 = 1 •

The four surfaces C, Co, Ci, and G20, which are the basis of the transformation

from S to Si form a quatern such that C and G2, and Go and G2o are pairs of

associate surfaces. In a similar manner for the quatern C, Ci, Ci, Cu,

Ci and G12 are associate surfaces, as follows from [§ 10].    Hence we have

(166) 02i = Xi,       X2i = 0i,       012 = — Xi2 = 1.

Now from (38) and an equation analogous to (146) we have

(167) h = r,        Ti = t.
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Hence from the foregoing equations

(168)      021 = 020 + ci ¿2 + ei,       X2i = X20 + Ci r2 + di,

that is, the surfaces C2 and C12 are complementary transforms of one another,

and likewise S2 and S12. However we notice that the constants ei and di

are interchanged.

By methods analogous to those followed in § 13 it can be shown that the

constants F, g, and G are the same for S and S2.   Hence we have

Theorem 13. When a special surface Í2 whose constants are C, D, E,

F, G, g is subjected to the parallel transformation, the resulting surface is a

special surface whose constants are C,E,D,F,G,g.

16. Special isothermic surfaces

We apply the preceding results to the determination and transformation of

special isothermic surfaces.*

In this case the lines of curvature being the conjugate system with equal

point invariants, we have

E = G = e2*,       F = 0,       co = 45°,       p = e~2*,       Hp = l,

<p being thus defined. Since t is zero, we take r = 0 in conformity with (104),

and have from (10) and (4),

t = r = 0,       a0 = 60 = 0,       Wo = To = const. = 2to0,

the constant m0 being thus determined.

From [114] we have

,.-.»(1-1),     x„ = (i + i).
\Pi      Pi) \Pi       Pi)

As it is desired that Ci shall be isothermic, it follows from (121) that we must

have

Cl

If we put

2+/i
TOi

A=F,       B = G+9^ + Fg + 4C,

equation (129) becomes

(169) Ai 0o + (^y-° Y + A\o 0o - 2DX0 - 2E00 + 5 = 0,

* The results which we obtain thus briefly are due to Darboux, Annales de l'École

Normale Supérieure, ser. 3, vol. 16 (1899), and Bianchi, Annali di mate-

mática, ser. 3, vol. 11 (1905), pp. 93-158.
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and equation (131) reduces to

(170) toi(2toi + A)2 - Bmi - 2DE = 0.

From (5) it follows that if 0O and X0 are of the form (136) for an isothermic

surface, then p is a function of v alone and S is a surface of revolution, which

we have excluded from the discussion. Accordingly an isothermic surface

other than a surface of revolution which satisfies the condition (169) is

called a special isothermic surface of class (A, B, D, E).

From (139) it follows that the transformation functions leading to a comple-

mentary transform of S are

r)\ d\
7?i = e*-^,       ft=-e*-^,       pi = wi = ^\06o +A+2mi,

D E
Ti = — 0i = — 0o-,        ai — — Xi = — Xo-.

mi Toi

In order that this value of Wi shall be equal to that given by (128), we must

have a = 0.

The results of §§ 11 and 12 when applied to this case enable us to state

Theorem 14. A special isothermic surface, whose constants are such that

the roots of equation (170) are real and distinct, admits three complementary

surfaces which are isothermic surfaces of the same class; and the circle-planes of

the three transformations coincide.

From § 13 we have

Theorem 15. When S is a special isothermic surface, the equations of a

transformation Dm of this surface into an isothermic surface admit the first integral

e* {mït ~ ßl^t) ~ (™Xo + £)0i- (to0o + Z))Xi

+ mi ( A + 2to + | 0o Xo ) = const.

When this constant is zero, the resulting surface is a special isothermic surface

of the same class as S.

From equation (163) for the t's, it follows that if S, Si, S2 are isothermic

surfaces so also is S12.    Hence

Theorem 16. 7/ Si and S2 are two special isothermic transforms of S,

there exists a fourth special isothermic surface of the same class which is a trans-

form of Si and Si.

For the present case Theorem 13 becomes

Theorem 17. The parallel transform of a special isothermic surface of class

(A, B, D, E) is a special surface of class (A, B, E, D).
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17. When 0o is linear in t

We consider throughout the remainder of this memoir the case where 0O

is linear in t with constant coefficients. It follows at once from (5) and (104)

that Xo is linear in r.    Thus we put

(171) 0o = Co t + d0,        Xo = Co t + Co.

From (4) we have by integration

(172) ro = ^-°(0oXo + ffo),
Co

where g0 is a constant of integration.

In consequence of (10) we have from (116) and (128)

«i = -ff (Co — Ri),        6i = ifr (c0 — Ri),
¿o io

(173)
*>o, D .   .  mpjg - go)

wi = -^ (co - Ri) H-.
2 o Wo

It follows from (113) that if g and g0 in (173) were equal the surfaces G0 and Gi

would coincide, which evidently is contrary to hypothesis.    If we put

(174) A = too ig - g0),

it follows from the preceding considerations that A does not vary in passing

to the various transforms of G.

In considering equations (132) we excluded the case where 0O is of the form

(171). Referring to (130) and (172), we see that the first two expressions in

(132) vanish only when g and g0 are equal, which we have seen to be impossible.

Hence when 0O is of the form (171), the vanishing of the second terms of (132)

are a consequence of (129) which reduces to

*{'[(£HS)>'
(175)

+ 2T0iCrt + Et 4-Dr 4-F 4-co) + jT\ = 0,

where j is the constant given by

(176) hj = 2- (¿o e04-go) - 2De0 - 2Ed0 + 2FcQ 4-G4-cl.
Co

If we put

2G + jra0 c0 = — Amó c¡>,       2D 4- jm0 d0 = — Amó dó,

(177) 2E 4- jm0 e0 = — hm'a e'0,
f

2iF 4- co) 4-j~r («od0 + go) = - h-4 (eadi + g'0),
Cq Cq
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equation (175) is reducible to

(178)   p[(|J)2 + (^)2]+1 = ^[(t^ + doKcor + O+í/ü].

Suppose now that we have a surface C satisfying the equations of condition

in § 1, with 0o and Xo of the form (171), and also equation (178). By means of

(176) and (177) we can transform the equation (178) to the form (175). Thus

from the five arbitrary constants m'0, c'0, d'0, e'0, g'g we pass to seven, namely

C, D, E, F, G, L, and j. Evidently then in all generality h and j can be

given fixed values, so long as we take h 4= 0. The resulting equations assume

a simple form, if we take j = 0 and h = — 2.    Now equation (175) becomes

<"» '[(£)"+(£)'] + 1 = T0(Crt + Et + Dr + F + c0),

and the constants G and g which appear in equation (131) are given by

Q
G = 2De0 + 2Edo - 2Fc0 - c2 + 2 - (d0 e0 + a0),

Co

(180)
2

9 = 90 ~m0-

We recall that every surface C has in general two conjugate surfaces, Co

and C0. From [56] we have that the functions a0, b'0, w'B determining C0

are given by

/101. ,      a0 ,      6o , 1 ,      To
(181) a0 = ^,       60 = -,,       «.---,        r0 = -;.

Since the left-hand member of (179) is equal to H2 p2, it follows from (10)

that this equation may be written

T
(182) —2 = Crt +Et + Dr + F+ c0.

w0

In consequence of (106), (181), and (182) equations (173) may be written

/ioq% ,   .mi ,        ,,      Toi toi
(183) ai = a0 -J-a0,        £>i = b0 -\- b0,        Wi = w0 -\—- 7a0.

Too Too Too

Expressing the condition that these expressions shall satisfy equations (113),

when ao, b0, w0 and a0, b'0, w'0 satisfy it, we get

toi 0i = Too 0o + toó do,
(184)

Toi Xi = mo Xo + m'0 X0.

Equations (183) show that each circle-plane of the complementary trans-
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formations of G is the plane of the corresponding points M, M0, M'0 onC, Co,

Co respectively, and Mi lies on the line M0 M'0.

From equations (184), (171), (99), and (103) it follows that 6'0 and X0 are

linear functions of t and r respectively.

Conversely, we shall show that when 0O and 0O are linear functions of t,

the surface G is a special surface.    If we take

O'o = e'0t 4- d'0,       X0 = c'0 r + e'0,

the function T'0 is given by an equation analogous to (172), namely

ass) n = ̂ (0;x; + o„).
Co

From (181) and (10) we have

(186) H2p2=T0T'o,

which is the same as (178) in consequence of (185).   Hence we have

Theorem 18. When 0O and 6'0 for a surface C are linear in t with constant

coefficients, C admits three complementary transforms, in general distinct, whose

circle-planes are the planes determined by corresponding points on C, Co, and

C0; moreover, this is the only type of special surface C with 0O linear in t.

We propose to show that the functions 0iO and Xio of a complementary

transform are linear in ii and ri respectively.

We put

(187) 0io= (co + c')<i+ (do + d'),       Xio = (c0 + c')ri+(«o + 0-

If these equations be multiplied by Toi Xi and mi 0i respectively and the

expressions for TOiXi0io, midih, TOiXi^i, and toi 0i ri from (140), (121),

and (146) be substituted, the resulting equations vanish identically if

( D 4- mi do ) c' = ( G + mi Co ) d',

r^(eodo + 0o) -l-i'-cijc' = (E + nne^d'

+ [|(G + c2) 4-coCi -2mi^o-^JJ,

( E 4- mi e0 ) c' = ( G + Toi c0 ) e',

[^(eod0 + ffo) +f-cijc'= (7J> + TOido)e'

+ [i(G + cï) +C0C1 -2toiUo-^JJ.

As these four equations in c', d', e' are consistent, we can find their values

such that (187) shall be satisfied.    Hence we have
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Theorem 19.    When 0O for a special surface C is a linear function of t,

the function 0io of each of the complementary transforms of C is linear in h.

From (130), (172), and (180) we have

(188) N = Co - if.
■»o

Hence the transformation functions of complementary transforms, namely

(139), are reducible now to

2 2i      d0 toi + D
Pi = Ci + C0 - ~ff , Ti =   - ff-,

i o i o nil

(189) _2<pdt 2Vp~5<

1,1 ~ ~   To dû'           Pi - -   To dv>

mi rid = pi(Ri + Ci) + mi Xi 0i.

18. Special surfaces of Guichard

In this section we apply the results of the preceding section to establish

the existence of special surfaces of Guichard and to show that they admit

transformations. *

When we compare equations (58) and (64), we note that for every surface

of Guichard 0o and Xo are of the form (171) where

Co=-2roo'        do = eo = °-

Again comparing (63) and (172), we see that

In consequence of (58), (61), and (63), equations (189) become

Mi = 2(A-mi), ti = -2(e* + \di),

.--I«*«5.      A- -2-4«?.(190) du dv

miTio-i m 2D(h2 - 1) e-( + 2e* E + 2h(ci - F - C)

+ [(toi + 1)—+ 2mi(F-ci)+Dei-2c],
L mo J

* The results here obtained were established at length by the author in a previous memoir,

cf. Annali di matemática, ser. 3, vol. 22 (1914), pp. 191-248.
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where toi is the constant given by

(191) *-l-*(£-¿)-l-*<«. + .|>.

If the last of (190) be differentiated with respect to u, the resulting equation

is reducible by means of (81) to

mi ti e_f (ki(pi 4- ti) + Mti <Ti e( sinh a + Ee( sinh a

+ e-iZ?[2A(cosh a + A sinh a) + (1 - A2) sinh a]

4-ici- F - G) (cosh a + A sinh a) = 0,

where now ki, as defined by (82), is given by

Adi + 2ef Toi
kl=    di + 2^    •

The consistency of this equation with equations (190) necessitates the relation

(192) ci - F - C = 4toiTOi,

under which condition the last of (190) reduces to

ffliTiffi = 2Z)(A2 - l)e~l 4-2e( E + 8AtoiTOi

(193) _
4-iDei- (1 +to2)4toi).

When these values are substituted in (27), we obtain

csch2a(g) + sech2a(g)
(194)

+ A2 + Di 1 - A2)e-f - Ee( + 2Bh + H = 0,
where

(195) B = - (2mi4- l)wi,       H = 2mx + to2(1 + 2i»i) - | Dei.

On the other hand equation (179) reduces to (194) where now

(196) H = 1 - C - F - co = 2C - 1 + 2m~ii2mi + 1).

Equating these two expressions for H, we have

(197) 2G + ^2)ei = (1+2mi)(mi - l)2.

For the present case we have from (180)

G = 2Gc0 - 2Fc0 - c2,       g = - c2 + 4c0,

and the cubic (131) becomes

2CF     2D F     C2
2Fco 4-cl- 2Gc0 + 2toi (4c0 -c2)+ —---—2 = 0.

mi        mi       mi
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In consequence of (191) and (192) this equation is equivalent to (197).    With

the aid of (195) it can be shown to be equivalent also to

(198)     (H - 2toi)2toi(2toi + 1) - B22mi + DE(2tox + 1 ) = 0,

which is the equation found in the above-mentioned memoir.

When the above values of the constants are substituted in the expression

\ ( G + cl) + co ci - 2mi ( a0 - — ),

it vanishes identically.    Hence the quantities c', d', e' in (187) are equal to

zero, and we have

(199) 010 = c0 h + do,       Xio = c0n + e0.

As the functions mi, Vi, ft, ti, ai, given by (190) and (193), satisfy equa-

tions (81), we have

Theorem 20. When a surface of Guichard satisfies the condition (194),

in which the four constants B, D, E, and H are such that the roots of equation

(198) are real and distinct, the surface admits three complementary transforms

which also satisfy (194).

The latter part of this theorem follows from the fact that the transforms

are surfaces of Guichard, and from the general results of § 12, since H, as

given by (196), depends only on C and F, and B, as follows from (195) and

(196), is equal to

(200) B = \(3C + F + Co-2).

When a surface of Guichard satisfies (194) we say that it is a special surface

of class (B,D,E,F).
Since Co = — | Too and do = 0, it follows from (64) that

(201) r = - (1 + h)e~t.

When S is a special surface of Guichard and S2 is a surface of Guichard

which is a transform of S in accordance with §§5 and 6, then in consequence

of the formulas in these sections and the present one, equation (158) is re-

ducible to

(202)

csch 0:^,72 + sech o—ft - ( 2 + ^ «*)(*« +5)

+ t2[to2(1 -A2)<ri+!]-M2[5 + A(l+2TO2)] = 0.

Hence for all transformations from a special surface of Guichard into a surface

of Guichard the left-hand member of this equation is constant. Applying

Theorem 10 to this case, we have
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Theorem 21. When a special surf'ace of Guichard undergoes a transformation

Am for which the functions satisfy (202), the resulting surface is a special surface

of Guichard of the same class.

If S, Si, and S2 are three surfaces of Guichard of which Si and S2 are trans-

forms of S, the fourth surface of the quatern, determined in accordance with

the general theorem of permutability of transformations Am is a surface of

Guichard. We shall not go through the details of establishing this here.*

Hence in view of Theorem 12 we have

Theorem 22. If Si and S2 are two transforms of a special surface of Guichard

S satisfying (202), the fourth surface of the quatern is a special surface of the

same class.

Combining Theorems 3 and 13, we have

Theorem 23. The parallel transform of a special surface of Guichard of

class (J?, D, E, H) is a special surface of class (B, E, D, H),

19. Envelope of the circle-planes of a complementary transformation

We consider now the envelope of the circle-planes of a complementary

transformation of a special surface.

With the aid of (34), (41), and (139) the expressions for the functions p, co,

and t, as given by (47), (50'), and (51), are reducible to

(203)

p = ej,        a = [6oiDr 4- F - a) - iCt 4- D) (^ - X0 i)] \,

*-Hc(^-S)+XoZ>-mi']'

v = 0o(Gr + E) -\oiCt4-D).

We recall that the linear element of the envelope So is

dsl = dco2 + 2dpdt.
Hence, if we put

(204) 03 = x,       p = - y 4- iz,       2t = - (« + iz),

the surface whose coordinates x, y, z, are given by (204) is applicable to S0.

When in particular S is a special isothermic surface, the expressions (203)

are reducible in consequence of the results to § 16, to

a o

V "J,       «•- --(mido + D),

t =mig° + ¿)(Xodi-2ci),       v = 0oE-\oD.

* Cf. A n n a 1 i, 1. c, p. 213.

Trans. Am. Hath. Soc. 7
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Substituting these values in (204) and eliminating 0O and X0, we get

(y + iz)[x -2mi(y - iz)] = 2x[(2C + di E) (y - iz) -Cix + dx].

Hence So is applicable to a quadric, as Darboux has shown.*

When S is a special surface of Guichard, in consequence of the results öf

§ 18, the expressions (203) are reducible to

e{ 2toi Toi e* + Dh

V = 2v'       W =

die-*(l + A) +2(1 +TOi)
¿= -[toi(1 -mi)«* + f (1 -A)]

v

v = \M + \De~i(l - A2).

These are equivalent to the expressions for p, co and \f/ which we have found

previously, and from which we showed that S0 is applicable to a quadric.f

20. The Case mi = m2

In this closing section we consider the case where two transformations Am,

with the same values of the constant to, have the same circle-planes. From

(93) and (98) it follows that in this case 0O and Xo are of the form (171).

If we put mi = m2 = to , equations (98) may be replaced by

(205) 02 = 0i + ^°0o,       X2 = Xi + ^X0.

From these equations, (95) and (10) we have the first two of the equations

(206) a2 = ai + /ca0,       b2 = bi + K.b0,       w2 = Wi + kw0 ,

the last being a consequence of the fact that a2 and b2 as thus given must

satisfy equations (113) for i = 2, when ai and 6i satisfy these for i = 1.

When we express the condition that 02 and 0i shall satisfy equations of the

form (36), the resulting equations are reducible in consequence of (10) and

(171) to the single one

(207) 771X212 = mXi <i — «Too d0 r + kB0 ,

where
c0     g0     Cod0

lio =-—-•
TO        Co Co

It is readily shown that this value of t2 satisfies equations (38) for i = 2 on

the assumption that ¿1 satisfies them for i = 1.

* L. c; cf. also Bianchi, 1. c, p. 139.

f Ann ali , 1. c, p. 241.
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The remaining condition to be satisfied in order that the transform of G

by a2, b2, co2, 02, X2 shall be a surface G is equation (115) for i = 2. This

necessitates the relation

mo(Xo0i + 0oXi) -$io-( To - ^_£° )mXi(ii - t)
(208) X m      ' 2  , 2   v
v     ' m0( c0 \

= Kto^0_2^J-

If the left-hand member of this equation be differentiated with respect to

m and v separately, the resulting equations vanish identically in consequence

of (36) and (96). Hence for any transformation Km of a surface G satisfying

(171) the left-hand member of (208) is a constant. If this constant is different

from zero, a constant k can be found so that (208) holds, and then (205) and

(206) define a second transformation such that for the two transformations

the circle-planes coincide.   Accordingly we have

Theorem 24. When the function 0O of a surface S is linear in t, each trans-

formation Am for whose functions the left-hand member of (208) is different from

zero has associated with it another transformation Am such that the circle-planes

of the two transformations coincide.

The surfaces of Guichard are of this type.

Phinceton University,

May 14, 1915.


